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The Usual Disclaimer: 
If it’s not here, either it wasn’t on display, I didn’t see it, or I saw it and thought it 
wasn’t interesting enough to spend time at the booth, or it was something that’s 
been around for a while and I’ve mentioned it in a report from another show or 
has had adequate coverage in the magazines and web sites and I didn’t have 
anything to add. So please refrain from asking if I saw this or that. 
 
Trends 
 
After a couple of years when it seemed that the huge explosion in new 
microphones had settled down, this year microphones were back in full force, 
with many new ribbon entries as well as very high quality  (and high priced) 
condensers. The API 500 series modular rack, which was a specialty item just a 
few years ago, has become a hot item, with many new entries into the field, 
empty racks as well as plug-in modules.  
 
So, on with the show: 
 
Microphones  
 
Many, many new appearances this year, both from long established and new 
companies. Here are a few that I thought particularly worthy of mention.  
 

Audio Technica introduced their first ever ribbon microphones, 
the AT4080 and AT4081. Both have active, phantom powered 
electronics, eliminating the confusion of proper loading and 
providing higher output level than classic designs. Both are bi-
directional and employ a unique ribbon design. Rather than a 
pleated low tension ribbon, these mics use a ribbon 
that’s essentially straight, with a pattern of dimples 
pressed into it stiffen it. A flexible suspension at each 
end allows it to vibrate linearly. The design is similar to 
that used by Beyer in their M160 and M260 mics, one 
that has proven to be durable and rugged, which has 
always been one of A-T’s design goals. The dual ribbon 

4080 is a larger mic with a hefty transformer, optimized for vocals and strings, 
while the 4081, with a smaller ribbon, looks more like a pencil-bodied condenser 
mic and is tailored for horns, instrument amplifiers, and drum overheads.  
 
Also new from Audio-Technica is the AT4050ST stereo condenser mic with 
crossed cardioid and figure-8 capsules in the M-S (mid-side) configuration. An 



internal stereo matrix provides a switch selectable choice of a 90° or 127° pattern 
width, or discrete mid and side outputs for post processing.  
http://www.audio-technica.com/cms/site/c35da94027e94819/index.html 
 

 
In 1952, Shure introduced the Model 300, and a bit 
later, the SM33 (the Johnny Carson mic). They’ve 
booth been discontinued for a long time, but now 
Shure’s back in the ribbon mic business, formally 
introducing the KSM313 and KSM353 at this show. If 
you’ve been following ribbon mic development in recent 
years, you’ll recognize these as Cowley and Tripp mics. 
Rather than design a new mic from scratch, Shure 
purchased the designs, intellectual property, materials, 
manufacturing processes, and tooling from Soundwave 
Research Laboratories and is now manufacturing two 
of the three C&T mics at a Shure plant in the US. The 
KSM353 is the larger of the two with a symmetrical bi-
directional pattern while the KSM313 is smaller and, 

while still bi-directional with a null in the plane of the ribbon, has 
different voicing on the front and rear sides, with one side being more appropriate 
for vocals, the other more appropriate for amplifier cabinets. It’s worth noting that 
Shure has taken over service of existing Crowley and Tripp mics, so if repairs are 
needed (unlikely since one of their characteristics is a very rugged ribbon design) 
Shure can handle it.  
http://www.shure.com/ProAudio/Products/WiredMicrophones/us_pro_ksm313_content 
http://www.shure.com/ProAudio/Products/WiredMicrophones/us_pro_ksm353_content 
 

 
In their continuing quest to bring classic ribbon mic designs and performance to 
today’s studios, Audio Engineering Associates (AEA) has introduced the A840 
active studio ribbon mic. Using the same ribbon assembly as the A440 but with a 
different case, it’s several pounds lighter than the A440. It’s tailored for accent 
work rather than broad pickup, with less low end proximity effect and extended 
response in the 10kHz –20 kHz octave.  
http://www.wesdooley.com/index.html  (no info on the A840 as of this writing) 
 
 
Cloud is a new name in the ribbon mic business, but they have a foot 
firmly planted in the tradition. Harry Olsen originally developed the series 
44 and 77 ribbon mics for RCA, the classics that are still highly prized 
today, and the basis for Wes Dooley’s (AEA) work for many years. Jon 
Sank followed Olsen’s work at RCA and improved on the original models. 
Jon’s gone now, but his son, Stephen, picked up his father’s skills and 
techniques, and for the past 20 years has been rebuilding and restoring 
vintage RCA and other ribbon mics. Recently Stephen teamed up with his 
neighbor and musician Roger Cloud to build a new ribbon mic based on the 



classic RCA design, and the result is the Cloud JRS-34, named for Stephen’s 
father, hand built in Arizona with ribbons made with the same tooling used by Jon 
Sank at RCA.  
http://www.cloudmicrophones.com/index.htm 
 
 
Coles is one of the old time ribbon mic manufacturers that’s still around. They’ve 
introduced the 4050, an interesting twist on their 4040. It’s two 4040s joined 
together by a magnet assembly that allows them to be crossed at 90° and used 
as a classic Blumlein pair, or separated so they can be used as a spaced bi-
directional pair. It’s really a clever mechanical design, and I suppose one of these 
days they’ll get around to updating their web site so you can see a picture.  
http://www.coleselectroacoustics.com/microphones.shtml 
 
 
Cascade is one of the new ribbon mic manufacturers using Chinese ribbon 
assemblies in enclosures of their own design. They’ve figured out the quality 
issues and have been making some excellent sounding budget priced mics for 
the past several years. The Fat Head II LIVE is the latest in their well received 
Fat Head series, Designed (by request) as a more rugged mic for live work, the 
LIVE has a 5 micron thick ribbon as compared to the 2.5 micron ribbon in the 
standard Fat Head design. Coming soon is the Knucklehead, the same basic Fat 
Head motor assembly in a slightly larger case with an integral surrounding spider 
web style shock mount. It has the vintage appearance of the front-of-the-band 
vocalists mic of the 1920s. An oversized case will accommodate the alternate 
Lundhahl and Cinemag transformers offered in the Fat Head series, for improved 
frequency response and lower distortion.  
http://www.cascademicrophones.com/ 
 
 
Bock Audio, noted for building modern day close equivalents of classic 
Telefunken microphones, introduced the AM-50. Employing a ½” omni condenser 
element with tube electronics, its spherical diffusion assembly gives it a unique 
directional characteristic along with a substantial but smooth high frequency rise 
of, according to David Bock, about 6 dB per octave starting around 2 kHz. It’s 
ideally suited for use in classical recording with the Decca Tree (three spaced 
mics) configuration, which originally employed the now discontinued Neumann 
M50 microphone. With that exaggerated top end, it can be hung very high and 
still provide plenty of high frequency detail on the strings.  
http://www.transaudiogroup.com/bockaudio.shtml  (no info yet) 
 
 
One mic at the show you can’t buy since both the first and second production 
runs of 100 have been fully committed. The Lucas CS-1 has an interesting story 
of a collaboration of friends and craftsmen worth relating. Engineer/producer 
Terry Manning and engineer/metalworker and owner of Latch Lake Music Jeff 



Roberts both sent AKG C12VR mics to Oliver 
Archut of TAB-Funkenwerk for a complete 
makeover. Oliver has acquired documentation and 
tooling from the old Neumann factory and learned 
the principles of microphone and transformer 
design from a couple of the last of the original 
Neumann design engineers. The three of them put 
their heads together and came up with a plan to 
design a new microphone based on the C12, but 
with improvements. Using a capsule specified by 
David Bock and built by MBHO in Germany similar 
in design to the original C12’s but slightly larger, 
Archut designed tube electronics, Roberts 
designed and built the housing, and Manning (as 

well as the others) listened and kibitzed as it was tweaked. The result is a 
gorgeous hand made microphone that fulfilled their dreams, and apparently 
those of 200 others. There may be more available some day. Get on the waiting 
list at: 
http://www.compasspointstudios.com/lucas/cs-1.html 
 
 
Last but not least, here’s  another mic you 
can’t buy now, but it was the talk of the show. 
It’s the laser beam microphone from Schwartz 
Engineering and Design, informally know to 
those of us who remember the sixties as “the 
bong mic.” In this microphone, the diaphragm 
is replaced by a slipstream of smoke. A laser 
beam shines through the smoke and into a 
photo detector. When you speak into the side 
of the tube the smoke molecules move, and 
audio comes out. The smoke generator at the 
bottom of the plastic tube comes from a model 
train locomotive, a computer fan at the top of 
the tube keeps a laminar flow of smoke, and 
the laser and photo detector are hobby parts. 
Completely hand made in the US, with a booth 
that looked a bit like a science fair project in 
progress, but it works. The sound quality is 
probably about the same as what Thomas Edison heard when he first recited 
“Mary Had a Little Lamb” into his tinfoil-around-a-drum recorder. In fact, that 
poem was just what was recorded for my demo. At this point it’s a concept model 
and they’re looking for someone to license their patent: 
http://www.freepatentsonline.com/7580533.html 
 
 



A direct box (DI) is almost a microphone, so I’ll mention the new Avenson Audio 
IsoDI here. This is an active direct box that can be phantom powered. It’s trick 
worth knowing about is that it uses 
a DC-to-DC converter to power the 
buffer amplifiers inside the box. Pin 
1 of the XLR (mic level output) is 
always connected to the chassis as 
it should be for proper shielding. 
The negative input to the DC-to-DC 
converter is connected to pin 1, but 
the negative output, and hence the 
¼” input jack can be isolated from 
the chassis with a switch. The “thru” jack can either be switched in parallel with 
the input jack for the player afraid to put anything between his guitar and 
amplifier, or it can be fed from an isolation transformer for those who want less 
buzz.  
http://www.avensonaudio.com/isodi.php 
 
 
Lunchboxes and Sandwiches 
 
The API Series 500 module dimensions, connector pinouts, 
and power requirements have become a de facto standard 
(API’s VPR Alliance program offers standards and design 
documentation to those who want to make compatible 
modules). Some manufacturers have added their own 
extensions to the bus structure (API thoughtfully left some 
connector pins as optional) which allow some new features to 
be implemented. While the most popular card cage seems to 
be the 3-space rack for 8 or 10 vertically oriented modules, 
there are many 2-module single rack space enclosures, a few 
“lunchbox” style 2-module vertical enclosures, and there was 
even one at the show packaged in a real lunch box, a gag, I’m 
sure, from Matrix Audio, shown here loaded with their mic 
preamp. 
http://www.matrixaudiosystems.net/ 
 
 



One new rack built to the API 500 
standard that’s worth noting for 
its extra features comes from 
Radial Engineering, the DI 
people (who now make lots more 
than DIs). The Workhorse 5000, 
unlike most 500 series racks, 
employs an external power 
supply, with the space that 
usually houses the power supply 
in other 500 series racks 
occupied by an 8-channel stereo 
mixer with level and pan controls. The mixer takes its inputs from the outputs the 
installed modules and has to two pairs of balanced outputs as well as a pair of 
headphone outputs with a separate volume control. The mixer is probably most 
useful when the rack is filled with mic or instrument preamps, but you can 
probably think of other uses.  
 
The Workhorse 5000 supplies phantom power (each slot has a phantom switch), 
and there’s a switch to connect the output of a module to the input of its adjacent 
downstream module, handy for assembling a custom channel strip with a mic 
preamp, compressor, and equalizer without patching on the rear.  Each slot has 
an “omni” connector on the rear panel which is available for modules wired to 
accommodate it (as some of Radial’s do). This might be used, for example, for a 
key input on a gate. In addition to XLR inputs and outputs for each module slot, 
there are three TASCAM-wired DB-25 connectors, one for inputs, one for 
outputs, and one input-thru connector. A nice touch is card guide rails to keep the 
cards straight when you insert them. The rails are removable for cards that don’t 
fit with them.  
 
Radial has several modules in the works but one that’s unique as far as I know, 
and right down their alley, is the EXTC guitar effects loop module for interfacing a 
guitar effect pedal to professional level balanced connections. There’s a pair of 
jacks on the front panel for connecting the pedal, send and return level controls, 
a wet/dry mix control, polarity invert switch, bypass switch, and ground lift.  
http://www.radialeng.com  (no data yet other than The Intercom newsletter) 
 
 
Great River Electronics has had a 500 series version of their MP1-NV preamp for 
a while, but new this year is the 32EQ, a 500 series version of the Harrison 
Series 32 console equalizer section. Designed by Dan Kennedy in cooperation 
with the original Harrison designers, performance specifications are identical to 
the original equalizer. 
http://www.greatriverelectronics.com 
 
 



Another classic product recently squeezed into a 500 form factor module is the 
John Hardy Jensen Twin Servo mic preamp. The fully DC coupled (no 
capacitors) 990C discrete op-amps are bookended by a Jensen JT-16-B input 
transformer and a JT-11-DM on the output. In addition to the features of the 
standard rack mount Twin Servo preamp, the Twin Servo 500 adds a switch to 
bypass the output transformer for those who think it sounds better that way. 
There’s also a switch to bypass one of the two 990 op-amps when not much gain 
is needed. It’s one other thing to try that you might like. And if you need lots of 
gain, a jumper selects between 60 and 72 dB.  http://www.johnhardyco.com/ 
 
 
Jonathan Little can always be counted on to come up with a 
clever and useful gadget, rarely ordinary, usually something you 
either always wished for or never thought about. His new vog 
analog bass resonance tool is a 500 series module for 
manipulating (or mauling) the bottom end of your audio. It’s a 
sweepable high Q resonant peak, covering 20 to 300 Hz in three 
bands, with a 24 dB/octave rolloff beginning just below the peak 
frequency. It’s something that you just have to fool with and you 
might find a useful or special sound. His LMNOPre mic preamp 
has a knob (low freq res) that does something like this, though the 
vog offers more control. Jonathan says that he isn’t really sure 
himself what it’s doing all the time and hasn’t fully explored it yet, 
but he likes what he hears, sometimes. Maybe you will, too. 
http://www.littlelabs.com/ 
 
 
Signal Processors 

 
The Daking FET III dual 
channel compressor 
shares the same audio 
path and detector 
circuitry as their single 

channel FET II, but adds a variable low-cut filter ahead of the detector to keep an 
intentionally bass-heavy mix from pulling down the rest of the mix on peaks. The 
two channels can be completely independent or, for stereo operation the audio 
inputs going to both detectors can be summed. Geoff Daking says that this 
provides more accurate tracking than the conventional method (as used in his 
FET II compressor) of summing the control voltage from the detectors. Since 
there are pros and cons with linking the gain reduction action of a pair of related 
channels, a knob which adjusts the amount cross-coupling of the audio provides 
a degree of control over the extent that one channel affects the gain control of 
the other channel. Inputs and outputs are electronically balanced, providing the 
same CMRR as the transformer-coupled FET II but at lower cost. 
http://www.transaudiogroup.com/daking/fet-ii-compressor.shtml 



 
 
Who could pass up 
something called a 
Clarity Control? KuSh 
Audio describes it as a 
“parallel shelving EQ 
matrix.” The input signal is split out to four independent switch-selected shelving 
filters which are then summed to the output along with the unprocessed signal. 
Sure, it’s an equalizer, but rather than daisy chained filters, they’re summed, 
which, according to the designer, eliminates interaction resulting from 
overlapping bands and cascading phase shifts. With switches having such labels 
as Lift/Open, Tight/Diffuse, Presence, Sheen, Shimmer, and Silk, this is a box 
that needs to be played with. It’s not corrective EQ, it’s intended to be an 
enhancement, and in a quick tour through the controls, I always heard something 
happen, with none of it unpleasant. That’s the way a tweaking tool should work.  
http://www.kushaudio.com/Clarity/Frameset.html 
 
 
Grace has finally jumped on the channel strip bandwagon now that everyone 
making channel strips has jumped on the 500-module bandwagon (well, Grace 
has done that, too, morphing their m101 preamp design into the m501 module). 
The new Grace m103 channel strip consists of an m101 mic preamp at the front 
end, followed by an equalizer and compressor, with a switch that places the 
compressor either before or after the equalizer. The three-band equalizer has 
sweepable low and high frequency bands switchable between peaking and 
shelving, with the middle band being fully parametric. The mic preamp has an 
instrument input on the front panel and a direct output on the rear. A mic/line 
switch allows a rear panel line input to feed the compressor and equalizer 
sections directly, bypassing the preamp. As with other Grace preamps, a Ribbon 
Mic switch disconnects the phantom power, bypasses the phantom power DC 
blocking capacitors at the input of the preamp stage, and raises the input 
impedance to 20kΩ. 
http://www.gracedesign.com/ 
 
 
Consoles (analog, of course)  
 
What’s an AES show without consoles? Two DAW-oriented consoles particularly 
caught my eye, the Audient Zen and the updated SSL Duality. These are not 
your typical bedroom studio consoles. The Duality would be at home in a large 
commercial room or video production facility, the Zen in a small to medium sized 
production facility. I’m lumping them together here without detailed descriptions 
(there’s just too much to write, much less remember) because both have a 
complete analog signal path and both have extensive DAW integration, serving 
as a hardware control surface with moving faders and transport control. The 



Duality features the SSL E and G series EQ, dynamics, and both SuperAnalogue 
and VHD (Variable Harmonic Drive) mic preamps. The Zen has Audient class A 
mic preamps and no EQ or dynamics, on the assumption that you’ll be doing that 
in the DAW. Both have extensive cue and monitoring facilities. This is big iron, 
and it’s nice to see that it’s still alive and kicking. And it’s good that I can still 
fantasize about having one of these in my back room. 
http://www.solid-state-logic.com/music/duality/documentation.asp 
http://www.audient.com/audient/product/zen 
 
 
Based on the success of the Toft ATB console, which is now proudly sporting the 
Trident name, Trident, along with designer Malcolm Toft, has decided to go 
ahead with their plan to release the 82B, an updated Trident Series 80 console. 
For now, all that was to see was a top panel layout drawing, but it’s clear from 
this that it will be the real deal, a 24-bus console with a 24 or 32 channel frame, 
using the original class A preamps with transformer input, transformers on the 
main outputs and optionally on the direct and subgroup outputs. The equalizer is 
an expanded version of the Series 80 EQ including swept high and low bands 
switchable between peaking and shelving, and a swept low pass filter. These 
things take time to get to market. I’ll expect to see hardware by next year’s show. 
http://www.pmiaudio.com/ 
 
 
Recorders and Stuff That Records 
 
TASCAM new HS-P82 (a hard one to remember!) is a fully professional recorder 
designed for film, video, and live music recording on location. Capable of 
recording and mixing ten tracks (8 direct inputs plus a stereo mix) on Compact 
Flash memory, the HS-P52 has 8 phantom powered mic inputs on XLR 
connectors, with limiters and front panel gain controls for each channel. Full 
recording capability can be up to 96 kHz sample rate at 24-bit resolution, with 
four tracks at 192 kHz. A DB-25 connector provides four pairs of AES/EBU digital 

I/O if higher quality preamps 
or A/D converters are 
desired. SMPTE time code 
in and out is on BNC 
connectors, a PS/2 
connector allows a computer 
keyboard to be used for 
easy naming of tracks, and a 
USB2 port offers data 
transfer to a computer.  
 

There are two CF cards slots which (with an upcoming firmware update) will offer 
the choice of simultaneous recording to both cards for redundancy, copying from 
one card to the other, or switching to the second card when the first one gets full, 



with the ability to hot swap cards for continuous recording. Setup menus, 
operating controls, and meter display uses a bright, tilt-out color touch screen. 
Powering is normally from an NP style camera battery pack, but AA cells can be 
used in a pinch, and there’s an included AC adapter, as well as a separate DC 
power connector for a larger battery pack. This isn’t the recorder you’d slip into 
your fanny pack to record a concert, but it’s one worthy of taking to Timbuktu to 
record yourself along with drummers and kora players.  
http://www.tascam.com/products/hs-p82.html 
 
 
Focusrite has been using their Liquid technology for preamp emulation in their  
recording interfaces for a while now, but the new Saffire Pro24 DSP Firewire 
computer audio interface applies an emulation process at the other end of the 
chain – monitoring. VRM (Virtual Reference Monitoring) modifies the monitor 
output to simulate various recording and listening environments. The idea here is 
that if you can’t set up great speakers in a nice control room and have to settle 
for headphone monitoring when tracking and mixing, you can get an idea of what 
your tracks would sound like under better acoustic conditions. The more 
accurately you can hear what you’re doing, the better decisions you can make 
while tracking, which will make mixing easier.  
 
VRM offers three sets of parameters for the listening environment (studio, 
bedroom, or living room), speakers ranging from ADAM and Genelec in the pro 
studio to TV speakers or audiophile B&Ws in the living room, and computer 
speakers for the bedroom studio – a total of 16 in all. In addition, the listening 
position – at the sweet spot, off center left, right, forward or back can be 
adjusted. I can’t say for sure how accurate these models are, but they all sound 
different, and of course they’ll sound different with different headphones, but if 
nothing else, it’s a good way to get a sense of what could get lost from your mix 
under different listening conditions. It may be a gimmick, but it’s interesting and is 
likely to be useful once you get the hang of it. 
 
The Pro24 DSP has two XLR mic inputs, six balanced outputs for surround 
mixing, an ADAT 8 channel optical input for expansion with an outboard preamp 
such as Focusrite’s own OctoPre (a new Mk II was at the booth), and stereo 
S/PDIF. A DSP mixer provides low latency on-board monitoring, and DSP 
equalization and compression is available for tracking, as well as reverb to 
sweeten the monitor mix. Recording is 24-bit, up to 96 kHz sample rate. The 
Pro24 DSP comes bundled with Focusrite VST/AU plug-ins - a compressor, 
equalizer, and reverb, as well as a Novation soft synth and Abelton Live Lite.  
http://www.focusrite.com/products/saffire/saffire_pro_24_dsp/ 
 
 
The TASCAM US-100 USB audio interface is quite basic – 16-bit, 44.1/48 kHz 
sample rate, with one XLR mic input, one instrument input, and a pair of RCA 
jacks for stereo line level input. The RCA inputs can be switched to to RIAA 



equalized phono inputs, which will come in mighty handy for that project of 
digitizing your LP collection that you’ve been putting off for too long. There’s 
direct input monitoring with a built-in mixer for blending the input with the 
computer playback for overdubbing. Even though it’s under $100, it’s really nicely 
built, with a solid aluminum case. 
http://www.tascam.com/products/us-100.html 
 
 
Bridging the gap between a hardware recording workstation and a separate 
hardware recorder and mixer, we have the Fostex LR16 Live Recording Mixer. 
Fostex has been making recording workstations and hard disk recorders for 
many years, and the LR16 follows along that path. It consists of two separate 
boxes, functionally a 16-channel mixer and a 16-track hard disk recorder, 
interconnected by a single Cat5 Ethernet cable. In reality, all of the mixing and 
recording functions, as well as all the I/O connections with only a couple of 
exceptions (headphone jack and external stereo playback input) are contained in 
the recorder box. The part that looks like a mixer is simply a control surface for 
the digital mixer in the recorder box.  
 

This is a system apparently 
aimed toward the installed 
sound market, perhaps a house 
of worship or school where 
operating simplicity and 
familiarity with hands-on 
hardware is a high priority. A 
less skilled user will find the 
task of recording a show less 
daunting by the inclusion of 
such features as a single “start 

recording on all tracks right now” button located on the mixer. No more fiddling 
with project naming or track arming and he’ll be able to concentrate on mixing the 
live show, while having a multitrack recording that he can remix later on, as well 
as a stereo recording of the live mix for immediate use. For mixdown, a button on 
each mixer channel switches the channel input between the live input and the 
recorded track. A basic effect processor with reverbs and delays is included.  
 
The mixer is sized for small-to-medium sound reinforcement jobs, having four 
subgroups and three auxiliary sends plus a fourth aux send normalled to the 
built-in effects processor but available on the rear panel if another monitor output 
is required. Auxiliary returns seemed to be missing (I might have overlooked 
them) so I’m guessing that the intent is that the Aux sends are intended for 
monitors and that the internal effects will be good enough. There’s a limiter for 
every channel as well as one for the master and 3-band EQ with sweepable mids 
and 80 Hz low cut filter. The mixer is very conventional and anyone familiar with 
a compact mixer will feel at home with it. Mic/line inputs are balanced XLR 



combo jacks with insert jacks on the first eight channels. Phantom power is 
switched in banks of 8, with the switches located on the rear the recorder box,  
not the most convenient place but serviceable considering the target application.  
 
Since it’s not necessary to have the operator’s hands on the recorder for a 
straightforward live recording, it’s possible to put the recorder box at the stage, 
using it as the stage box for connecting mics and speakers, and connecting it to 
the mixer with a single Cat5 cable (up to 50 meters in length), eliminating a bulky  
snake and the potential for miswiring it. Recording is limited to 44.1 or 48 kHz, 16 
or 24 bits. The internal 80 GB hard drive (I wonder where they got one that small) 
holds about 8 hours (including the stereo mix tracks) at 24-bit resolution. In 
addition to the usual USB computer connection, there’s also a USB host port so 
a flash “thumb drive” can be plugged in for quick data transfer. There’s a 
footswitch jack and MIDI connector on the recorder, but the product was brand 
new, and with no manual at the show, it wasn’t obvious what these are for, 
perhaps external transport control, punch-in, or maybe even mix control.  
http://www.fostexinternational.com/docs/pro_products/lr16.shtml 
 
 
Monitoring, Monitors, and Monitoring Accessories 
 
Without a quiet demo room, a trade show is no place to evaluate monitors, so I 
didn’t, but I wanted to give a shout out to a new monitor which will be sold under 
the Trident name, the HG3. HG is Harvey Gerst, a long time friend who has had 
many, many years of design and engineering experience in the music industry 
(as well as some other interesting gigs in his 70+ years), and he designed these 
speakers because he wasn’t satisfied with other near-field monitors. Their unique 
design feature is that the tweeter and midrange driver are in a physically 
separate enclosure from the woofer.  
 
The mid-high enclosure is integrated into the woofer box so it looks like a three-
way speaker, but rather than another rectangular box, it’s cylindrical with one flat 
surface for the speaker mounting, and no round corners to cause diffraction. 
Further, it can be rotated so that it’s always pointed at the listener regardless of 
the orientation of the main box. It can even be removed and placed on top of the 
console meter bridge, with the low frequency cabinet positioned as a subwoofer. 
These are powered speakers, with a 140 watt amplifier for the bass and 80 watts 
for the mid/high stack. Maybe Harvey’s gregarious hospitality and the 
comfortable couch in the listening position helped, but these speakers received a 
lot of compliments at the show. I thought they sounded pretty decent.  
No info available yet, but check at: 
http://pmiaudio.com/ 
 
 



JBL has offered RMC (Room Mode Correction), an automated frequency 
response measurement and adjustment system, as a feature on many of their 

powered monitors for a few years. I’m not a firm 
believer in this technique for making a good 
speaker work in a poor room, but it can make a 
good speaker work better in a pretty good room. 
New this show is the MSC1 Monitor System 
Controller with Room Mode Correction. Its 
everyday function is to switch line level inputs from 
three sources to two sets of speakers, with a 

volume control and mute button. An internal adjustable subwoofer crossover 
sums the left and right sources to Input A and provides a low-passed subwoofer 
output with a button on the top panel to turn it off. There’s also a headphone 
output with its own volume control.  
 
The fun starts when you connect it to a computer via the USB port and attach the 
included measurement microphone. It measures the frequency response of the 
room at the listening position, displays it, and suggests (and applies, when you 
give it the go-ahead) an equalization curve to optimize the performance of the 
speaker. It’s smart enough about acoustics to not try to take out all the little dips 
and peaks that occur at higher frequencies - it mostly smoothes low frequency 
bumps where most room problems are the worst. Since all the measurement and 
control functions are in the box, it works with any speaker, not just JBL’s. At an 
estimated $300 street price, it seems like a pretty good deal for a nicely 
integrated speaker switcher, controller, and big volume control knob. Throw in 
the automatic measurement and room compensation and it’s a bargain.  
http://www.jblpro.com/MSC1/MSC1_Overview.html 
 
 
There’s no point to great monitors if you don’t have a great source feeding them. 
One of the little thought-about things that helps make better and more consisten 
mixes is having a really great D/A converter, and monitoring all of your digital 
sources through the same converter. Dan Lavry, one of the premier builders of 
both A/D and D/A converters (and a nice preamp, too) introduced a new model to 
their Black series, the DA11, an update to the popular DA10. New with the DA11 
is Lavry’s Playback Image Control that allows the listener to change his virtual 
listening position within the sound field. Like with the Focusrite VRM, it’s intended 
to provide the headphone listener with a more speaker-like sound field.  
 
Inputs are via XLR (AES/EBU), RCA or TOSLink (S/PDIF) or USB, at any sample 
rate from 30 kHz to 200 kHz. If the incoming sample rate is close enough to one 
of the standard rates, it uses its internal very low jitter crystal clock source. If the 
sample rate is too far off speed, it seamlessly locks to a PLL clock. The analog 
output level is digitally controlled and displayed on an a front panel numeric 
display for repeatable setting of the nominal listening level, a good habit to get 



into. There’s an infra red remote control sensor programmed to work with most 
universal TV remotes for controlling the volume, mute, and PIC listening position.  
http://www.lavryengineering.com/productspage_pro_da11.html 
 
 
Accessories 
 
My favorite part of a trade show is finding little things that make your work easier, 
or that do something useful that you never thought about before. It’s usually an 
adapter, a bracket, an interface, or a tool. Herea are a few from this show.  
 
Michael Grace of Grace Designs not only makes very transparent preamps, he 
also enjoys using them for minimalist recording. This year he was showing 
Spacebars, a line of 
modular hardware in various 
configurations for mounting 
multiple mic arrays from a 
stereo pairs through 5 mic 
surround righ, and including 
the classic Decca Tree. 
These mounts adjust and 
swivel in all directions and 
share standard parts, allowing custom arrays to be assembled, and any desired 
spacing and splay angle to be accommodated. They’re precision machined from 
aluminum, brass, and stainless steel, they feel really solid (the clamps really 
clamp), they’re engraved with angle and linear markings, and they look good and 
feel like really precise tools. All models include a mic stand adapter, and at least 
three mic clamp adapters, one taller to allow crossed microphones to remain 
parallel. With a starting price of $295 for the 30 cm stereo bar, these are a 
significant step up from the stamped steel Atlas stereo bar, they’re in the class 
(and price range) of similar hardware from Schoeps and AEA.  
http://www.gracedesign.com/products/spacebar/spacebar.html 
 
 
While not a new product, the boom clutch assembly from the Latch Lake micKing 

mic stand is now available separately. The proliferation of 
large condenser and ribbon mics, some weighing 7 pounds 
or more, make the boom clamp even on better grade stands 
droop from exhaustion. The Latch Lake boom clamp is 
extremely solid (maker Jeff Roberts likes to demonstrate it 

with chin-ups) so replace your old clamps and there will be no more wilting.  
http://www.latchlakemusic.com/ 
 



It’s not a preamp, it’s not a signal processor, so I guess the Manley MicMAID 
belongs in this odds-and-ends category. It’s a 4x4 matrix switch with inputs for 
four microphones 
and input and 
output connections 
for four mic 
preamps. Any mic 
can be connected to any preamp, with the a single output connector feeding the 
recorder or monitoring chain. The best preamp for one mic isn’t necessarily the 
best one for a different mic, and it can be tedious to find just the right 
combination. The MicMAID makes this simple. Just press a pair of buttons for the 
desired combination and the mic-preamp pair is connected to the output. A gain 
trim control allows each combination to be level-matched, and the settings are 
remembered so once you’ve adjusted the various combinations, you won’t be 
influenced by loudness differences. The MicMAID includes a phantom power 
supply so that all mics requiring power can be powered up full time so there’ll be 
no pop when switching between preamps.  
 
And wait! There’s more - a front panel DI with ground lift, polarity reverse, and 
variable phase for auditioning the combination of a mic and pickup. Incidentally, 
it’s not named for Evanna Manley, the Grand Maid of Manley Labs, MAID is an 
acronym for My Assistant Is Dead (since it’s usually an assistant engineer who 
gets the job of swapping mic and preamp connections). 
http://www.manleylabs.com/whatsnew99.html 
 
 
Test Gear  
 

I’ve been a big fan of NTI’s handheld “Minsturments” since the 
introduction of their Minirator ten or so years ago. They’re into 
the next generation now, and the newest is the XL2 handheld 
audio and acoustic analyzer. It’s a full function audio analyzer 
measuring level, frequency, THD, third octave spectrum, FFT, 
RT60, delay time, and polarity. With an optional microphone, it 
becomes an SPL meter with logging, and with optional firmware 
measures STI (speech intelligibility and privacy). A built-in real 
time clock lets you time-stamp data for when you’re hauled into 
court by the Music Police for playing too loud. Data can be 
stored on a removable micro SD memory card, or off-loaded to 
a computer via a USB port.  
 

Power is from an included Lithium-ion-Polymer rechargeable battery, four AA 
cells, or an AC power supply.  
http://www.nti-audio.com/Home/Products/HandheldExelLine/tabid/56/Default.aspx 

 
 



For a champagne taste on a beer budget, if you already own an iPhone or iPod 
Touch, Studio Six Digital AudioTools might be your cup of tea 
(how’s that for mixed metaphors?). Twenty bucks at the App 
Store gets you the basic audio suite – an SPL meter, real time 
analyzer, level and frequency measurement, sine, square, 
white, and pink noise generator, and oscilloscope. Optional 
apps add an FFT analyzer, a more fully featured SPL meter with 
peak hold, LEQ, and octave band filtering, ETC, and a few 
others. For the pro sound users, Studio Six is, with Rational 
Acoustics, working to develop an app version of the SMAART 
acoustic analysis program.  
 
Studio Six offers a couple of hardware accessories to expand the measurement 
capabilities and accuracy. The iProMic is a measurement type mic that replaces 
the iPhone mic. The iAudioInterface includes the same mic, and adds a pair of 
¼” TRS jacks for line level inputs or generator outputs plus a headphone 
amplifier. Principal developer Andrew Smith was behind the Terrasonde Audio 
Toolbox (now a Senocore product), so he knows his audio measurements.  
http://www.studiosixdigital.com/ 
 
 
Software 
 
I don’t usually write about software because I avoid using it as much as I can, 
and there are others who are much more aware of the developments than I am, 
but a couple of things caught my eye that I thought I’d mention.  
 
I occasionally get handed a noisy field recording to clean up, so I took a tour of 
iZotope RX restoration package. One thing that particularly appealed to me is 
that in addition to running as a plug-in, it also works as a stand-alone application. 
Since I’ve gotten some mileage out of WaveLab’s spectral editor, I was 
particularly interested in iZotope’s version in hopes that it was a little easier for 
me to locate what I wanted to remove than with WaveLab, whose display I’ve 
always found to be a bit confounding for reasons I can’t put my finger on. I think 
that the iZotope display is a little less cluttered so I’m going to give the demo a 
try. It seems to work find. Maybe you’ve never needed this tool, but when it 
comes to removing (or reducing to a non-distracting level) audience noises like 
coughs or clinking glasses, a spectral editor is just amazing. In addition to the 
spectrum editor, the RX package includes a de-clicker, a de-clipper, de-noiser, 
and hum remover.  
http://www.izotope.com/products/audio/rx/ 
 
 



The NML RevCon-RR Pro Tools plug-in removes or reduces reverberation. It 
was developed for speech (which is how it was demonstrated) so I suspect that it 
won’t do much for that song you mixed live with too much reverb, but I was 
impressed with how it was able to improve the clarity of a recording that was 
muddied up by excessive room reverberation. An interesting feature that will be 
of interest to film sound mixers is that it’s able to separate the “room tone” from 
the program material, reduce the reverberation from the speech, and then mix 
the ambience back in so it’s not lost. A curious and interesting product.  
http://www.tacsystem.com/en/products/softwares/000563.php 
 
 
 
 
Wrap-Up 
 
Well, that’s about it for my highlights. As has been the case with most trade 
shows in the past couple of years, the pre-show word was that this was going to 
be a small show, and in terms of floor space, it indeed was smaller than in 
previous years at the Javits Convention Center.  Many of the big companies were 
conspicuous by their absence (with the lame excuse that they now have the web 
to keep their customers informed). Companies like Sony, Yamaha, and JBL that 
usually have very large booths had little booths like nearly everyone else. But the 
upside is that the little guys no longer seemed like the sideshow and they were 
out in force, willing and able to talk tech to anyone who stopped by, and that’s 
what this show is all about. The workshop and paper program was strong, and at 
least on Friday and Saturday, the aisles were darn crowded. It was really one of 
the better shows.  
 
Thanks to Jon Chappelle of Harmony Central for the use of a few of his photos. 


